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Welcome in Rotterdam

We are proud of Rotterdam and want to take the city forward. Welcome to our city! We can open
the doors of Rotterdam to you. We will gladly guide you when you want to organise a congress or
business event in our city.

In this PDF you will find a selection of the venues and services that we offer. If you click on these
venues and services, you will find more information. Do you have questions about our services?
Please ask them or view the overview of our services.

 

Rotterdam Partners
Official destination marketing organization & investment promotion agency of
Rotterdam

https://en.rotterdampartners.nl/how-we-help/


Attraction

Plaswijck Park

Address & contact
Ringdijk 20
3053 KS Rotterdam
plaswijckpark.nl
info@plaswijckpark.nl
010 418 1836
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About Plaswijck Park

Recreational resort
Plaswijckpark has been a small-scale recreational resort located on the Bergse Achterplas in Rotterdam
for over 95 years. In the Plaswijckpark family park you can play by yourself or romp around with
friends, you won't get tired of playing! The park consists of three different neighborhoods.

Speelwijck

In Speelwijck you will find more playgrounds than you have ever seen together. Take the Harbor
Playground: you are guaranteed to get soaking wet! In the Monkey Playground you swing around like
crazy on the ropes. And in the Traffic Garden, as a seasoned road pirate you can prove that you know
how to drive much better than your parents.

House in the Hill

The Huis in de Heuvel is located in the middle of Speelwijck. This indoor playhouse is bigger than three
huge tennis courts! Very nice, especially when it's dog weather outside. Do here what you are not
allowed to do at home. Jump on the beds, spray with bath foam and run, clamber and crawl through a
maze of secret tunnels and corridors.

Dierenwijck

There are real animals in the Plaswijckpark zoo. Some animals are well-known, such as black swans and
otters, but who knows what a rhea or an alpaca is? You can also test your sailing techniques on the
Vlottenvaart in Dierenwijck! Or romp around in the Speelbeek.

Wandelwijk

Every now and then you need to take a break from all the running and romping. Wandelwijck is the best
place to relax. Find a nice place to have a picnic in the grass at lunchtime or enjoy a sandwich on one of
the many picnic benches.

Practical

Plaswijckpark has several restaurants with terraces, where drinks and (healthy) snacks are served.
Groups of more than 20 people receive a group discount. Plaswijckpark can be reached by tram line 25
from Rotterdam Central Station, in approximately 20 minutes. Cars can park for free in the car park at
the entrance.

https://www.plaswijckpark.nl


To view the full online record, please visit https://en.rotterdampartners.nl/venues/plaswijckpark/
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General information

Wheelchair friendly
 

Yes



Contact us

Postbus 23514
3001 KM Rotterdam
T +31 (0) 10 790 01 40
contact@rotterdampartners.nl
Linkedin

Rotterdam Partners Convention
Bureau
T +31 (0) 10 790 01 40
conventions@rotterdampartners.nl
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/rotterdam-partners

